SYNTHESIS OF
SPATIAL LINKAGES

12-1

IXTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF

SPATIAL LINKAGES

The problems of kinernatic synthesis considered so far have all
been concerned with planar mechanisn1s, i.e., n1echanisms in
which the moving links, with respect to the fixed link, had planar
motions all parallel to the san1e plane. The positions, displace
n1ents, paths, velocities, etc., could then be truly projected into
a single plane in \\1 hich the 1notions of the n1echanisms could be
visualized and studied. Thus, a planar 1nechanis1n may be
described v,ith a sin1ple dra\\'ing, and its analysis or synthesis
1nay be carried out with the help of planar geon1etry.
In the study of spatial 1nechanisn1s this ease of representation
and visualization no longer exists. A description of spatial mech
anisn1s free of an1biguity requires a careful recognition of all
paran1eters and variables involved, and a perspective drawing is
often insufficient and n1isleading. The sy1nbolic notation intro
duced in Chap. 2 will be en1ployed in the description of spatial
linkages by syn1bolic equations to define the roles played by
the fixed parameters and variables of the linkage. The analy
sis or synthesis of spatial 1nechanis1ns by geo1netric methods
is greatly complicated by the fact that at least two projections
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Two-revolute two-spheric-pair mechanism.

are required to define a geometric quantity such as a point or a line.
Even descriptive geometry yields a satisfactory solution only for the
simpler problems. The synthesis of spatial linkages will therefore be
approached in terms of analytical methods similar to those of Chap. 10.
Such analytical n1ethods are based on displacement equations, which in
the case of planar mechanisms could be obtained by straightforward appli
cation of analytic geometry. Some spatial linkages may be handled in
similar fashion, and an example of this "direct" method is given in the
next section. In general, ho\\'ever, the co1nplexity of the direct method
is such as to 111ake it in1practical1 and another n1ethod, such as one based
on n1atrix algebra, must be used. A. con1plete presentation of the syn1bolic notation and of the ,natrix 1nethod of analysis is beyond the scope
of this book. Only the course of these develop1nents is outlined in Sec.
12-3, and the reader is referred to the bibliography for specific sources
on the n1atrix method.
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DISPLACEMENT AN A LYSIS OF THE 1'WO-REVOL UTE
TWO-SPHERIC-PAIR MECHAN ISi\-1

1'his section is concerned with a spatial 1nechanisn1 with two revo
lute (or turning) joints and t,vo spheric pairs (or ball-and-socket joints).
This 1nechanisn1a1 shov,n in Fig. 12-1, will be referred to as a 2R, 2G
n1echanis1n. 'fhe following axes are convenient to define the geo1netry:
z1
z.
X1

axis of rotation of the crank, oriented arbitrarily
axis of rotation of the follower, oriented arbitrarily
con1n1on perpendicular to z, and z., oriented fro1n its inter�ec
tion with Z4 toward its intersection with z1
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x2

x3
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perpendicular to z1 through the center of G2, oriented arbitrarily
perpendicular to Z4 through the center of Ga, oriented arbitrarily

In terms of these axes, the n1echanisn1 parameters and variables are:
a4

a4

81

fra1ne length, 1neasured along X1 fron1 Z4 to z1; this distance is
always positive
fran1e angle, 1neasured frorn Z4 to z1 counterclockwise when
looking from the end of X1; this angle may have any value
fro1n 0 to 360°
crank axial position, n1easured along z1 f ron1 X1 to x2; this dis
tance may be positive or negative, depending on the posi
tion of the crank with respect to the corn,non perpendicular
Xi

follower axial position, 1neasured along Z4 f ro1n xa to xi; like
81, this distance may be positive or negative
a1 crank length, measured along x2; this distance n1ay be positive
or negative depending on the orientation of x2
a2 coupler length, always positive
a3 follower length, measured along x3 ; like a1 , this distance may
be positive or negative
ff, crank angle, measured fro1n X1 to X2 counterclock,vise when
looking fron1 the end of z 1 ; this angle 1nay have any value
from O to 360°
YI follower angle, 1neasured fro1n X1 to x3 counterclockwise when
looking from the end of 24; this angle 1nay have any value
from O to 360°
84

A displacement equation relating ff, and YI may be found in much
the san1e way as for the four-bar linkage (Sec. 10-1). The coordinates
of points G2 and G3, centers of the spheric pairs, will be written in terms
of the fixed coordinate system 0 1x1 y 1z 1 (Fig. 12-2a). The coordinates of
G2 are then

=
Yia, =
Zia, =
Xia,

cos </,
a1 sin <f,
a1
81

The coordinates to G3 will first be expressed with respect to the systen1 of
axes R4�11z,, where axis R 4 � is parallel to x1 and axis R 4'17 is perpendicular
to both R4� and z,, ,vhence

=
110, =
zw, =
Eo,

a3 cos 1"
aa sin YI
0
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Xz

/Ga
'11
(a) Coordinates of points G 1 and G 2

Y1

(b) Projection in planeO1 y 1 z 1

12-2
mechanism.
FIGURE

Displacement analysis of the 2R, W

In Fig. 12-2b, the coordinates of Ga with respect to 0 1X1Y1Z1 n1ay now be
written
X ia,

Yio,
z10,

= aa cos VI - a4
= Projoy, (01R4) + Projo111 (R4G�)
= Projo,, (01 R4 ) + Projo,, (R.G�)

- -s• sin a4 + aa sin VI cos a4
- -S4 cos a4 - aa sin VI sin a4

The distance G2Ga, which must be equal to a2, may be expressed in tenns
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of the coordinates of G2 and G3 as
(x10, - X10,)2
(a1

cos

<I>

-

a3

+

cos i/t +

(y102 - Y10,) 2

a4) 2

+

(z10, - z1c,)2

=

(G1G2) 2

+ (a1 sin <I> + S4 sin a4 - aa sin VI cos a4)2
+

(s1

+ S4 cos a4 + aa sin i/t sin a 4) =
2

a2 2

By application of trigono1netric identities and ordering of tern1s this
becomes
A sin VI + B cos i/t = C
(12-1)
with A

=

.

- COS a4 Sill <p

1 sin a4
+ 8--

a1

a

B= - -4 - cos <I>
aI
a1 2 - a2 + a3 + a4 + s12 + S42 + 2s1S4 cos a4
C=
2

2

2

(12-2)

2a1aa

a4
84 sin a4 . ,1,.
- - COS ,1,.
'I' - ---- Sill -,,

as

aa

We note that this equation is of the sa1ne form as that obtained for the
four-bar linkage in Sec. 10-1 and that it reduces to that equation if the
paran1eters s1, S4, and a4 are zero.
12-3

AN OUTLINE OF THE l\lATRIX :METHOD
OF ANALYSIS

In brief, the matrix method of analysis is based upon the use of four
paran1eters needed for the geometric description of a connection between
links. Since a 1nechanism 1nay be viewed as being a sequence of con
nections (Chap. 2), a mechanism n1ay be described by means of a sym
bolic equation whose terms contain the paran1eters defining the successive
connections. On replacing each term by a matrix also formed from the
paran1eters, an algebraic manipulative procedure suited to analysis
becon1es possible. Because of the close relation of sorne of the definitions
of Chap. 2 to the 1natrix method, the more pertinent ideas of that chapter
will be reviewed here.
'fhe 1notions of the parts (links) of a mechanis1n are enforced
(constrained) because of the geometry of the connections between adja
cent parts. It is convenient to visualize each connection between two
parts as consisting of two contacting elements ,vhose relative n1otion may
be described n1athen1atically. Taken together, the t,vo ele1nents form
the pa-ir of the connection, the connection itself being characterized by
a pair variable able to describe relative motion between the two elements
of the pair. A.. connection per1nitting only rotation of two parts may be
constructed in n1any ways, but it is convenient to picture this as a journal
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bearing, for then one element is the surface of the shaft (journal), while
the other is the surface of the bearing; the rotation is uniquely described
by an angle, the pair variable. Two or n1ore elen1ents properly placed on
a n1achine part constitute a link, and an assen1blage of links constitutes
a kinematic chain. Such a chain is closed ,vhen all elen1ents are connected;
it is otherwise open. If all links are connected to two and only two other
links, the chain is simple-closed; if some links are connected to n1ore than
tv.o other links, the chain is compound-closed.
The relative motion between pair elen1ents-and hence the relative
motion between the links bearing the elen1ents-is described by pair vari
ables such as O for rotation and s for translation. Such variables, singly
or in combination, are used to define the so-called six lower pairs-the
revolute, prisn1atic, screw, cylindric, spheric, and planar. Both the revo
lute and pris1natic pairs are litniting cases of the screw pair; the first cor
responds to a screw having zero lead, the second to a screw of infinite lead.
Each is located in space by defining the positions of its axis.
Symbolic Equations

The syn1bol for a scre,v pair is SL, where Lis the lead; the syn1bols for the
revolute and prisn1atic pairs are thus So and S00 but it simplifies the nota
tion to designate those pairs by Rand P, respectively. The two elements
of a pair are distinguished by + and -: thus SL+ n1eans the element giving
the surface of the screw, or full body, and SL- 1neans the elen1ent that is
the nut, or hollow body.
A description of a sin1ple chain involves a description of the rela
tive positions of the successive pair axes, and this 1nay be done by the use
of the unique co1nn1011 perpendicular between successive pair axes. The
manner of deseribing the relative positions of successive pair axes is given
by Fig. 12-3, which depicts two links of a spatial chain. The two links
are connected by a revolute pair R1, and the revolute elements Ro+ and
R2- show how connections are 1nade to the rest of the chain. The axes
zo, z1, and z2 of arbitrary orientation define the positions of the revolutes
chosen in the illustration, but they would equally ,vell define the positions
of screw or prisn1 pairs. The axis x1 is chosen as an extension of the con1mon perpendicular of length a0 bet·ween z0 and z1 oriented fron1 Ho to 01.
1'he axis Y1 is chosen to give a right-handed rectangular syste1n. Simi
larly, X2 is the extension of the conunon perpendicular of length a1 between
z1 and z2 oriented fro1n H I to 02, ,vith Y2 coinpleting a right-handed
systen1. Then,
,

81
s1

= (01X1, H1X2)
= 0,H1

a1
a1

= (01z1, 0222)
= H102
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12-3 Two links of a spatial mechanism, with definition of axes and param
eters used in the symbolic notation.
1-'IGURE

A rectangular cartesian systen1 of coordinates is thus defined in
each link, and the relative positions of successive links are expressed in
terms of the paran1eters a, a, 0, andes defining the relative positions of the
successive systen1s of coordinates. "f he set of parameters needed to define
a simple-closed chain is assernbled by means of a general symbolic equation
of screw pairs,

. .
81r

an
an
SL.
On
s,.

I

(12-3)
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'fhe symbol I is used to indicate that the kinematic chain is closed; later,
in the matrix method of analysis to be outlined, it plays the same role
mathematically.
For a scre,v SL. (Lk � 0 or oo ) both parameters fh and s,. vary,
being related by the lead as
A.Ok =
-

21r

Ask

L,.

Either 81i: or Sk n1ay be designated as the pair variable.
For a revolute pair (Lk = 0) only the parameter 81r. varies; for a
prismatic pair (L" = oo ) only the parameter s1c varies. 'fhe symbolic
equations of specific mechanisms co1nposed of only revolute and prismatic
pairs are not so fonnidable as Eq. (12-3).
Examples Three linkages of four revolutes are known to have
1notion with one degree of freedon1, F = 1 . They are the planar four
revolute mechanism (Fig. 12-4), where the four revolute axes are parallel;
the spherical four-revolute mechanism (Fig. 12-5), where the four revolute
axes intersect at one point (the Hooke joint is a special case of this n1echa
nism)a; and the Bennett mechanism (Fig. 12-6), where the axes are skewed
with prescribed geometric relations. These mechanis1ns will serve as
examples to illustrate the use of symbolic equations.
In the planar four-revolute mechanis1n (Fig. 12-4), the z axes, or
revolute axes, nun1bered as shown, are all oriented in the sarne sense. The
successive con1n1on perpendiculars define xi, x2, :r3, X4, and four y axes not
shown would complete four systems of rectangular axes. Kote that

IB--,---a ,-----Ea,...;��-

R•�;��=====-=r-====�2
1

12-4 Four-revolute planar mechanism (four-bar
linkage) showing axes used in symbolic notation.
FIGl:RE
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01x1y1z1 is fixed in link 1,
equation is
a1
0
R1
81
0

0 2X2Y 2Z2

I a2 i

1 0

35 1

is fixed in link 2, etc.
a-1
0
•

I

I

I a40 I1

R4
= I
.
. 8 2 Ra 8a
84 i

R2 ;

The symbolic

(I 2-4)

oj
0o1
Comparing it ,vith the general fonn of Eq. (12-3), the four pairs are revo
lutes R1 , R 2, Ra, R4. The paran1eters a1, a2, aa, 0.4, or link lengths, are
the distances bet,veen z axes along the con1n1on perpendiculars. The
angles a are all zero, since the z axes are parallel. 1'he angles 81, 02, 83 ,
84 between successive x axes are the pair variables of the revolutes. Fi
nally, all distances s are zero, because successive x axes have been chosen
to intersect.
The sy1nbolic equation of the spherical four-revolute 1nechanis1n
(Fig. 12-5) is
!I o
0
0
1o0
I a4
a1
a2
I
Ra 0:' 3 R4
R2
(12-5)
R1
83
0.
82
I 81
0
0
0
lo
0

In this all z and x axes intersect, whence all parameters a and s
are zero, as shown in the syn1bolic equation. The angles a define the link

FIGURE

12-5

Four-revolute spherical n1echa.nism.
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Bennett mechanis1n (see also Fig. 3-9).

dimensions, and the 8's are as usual the pair variables of the revolutes.
The Hooke joint (universal joint) is a special case of this type of n1echa
nism, with a2 = a 3 = a4 = 90° ; its symbolic equation is
0

0

0

0

(12-6)

The Bennett n1echanisn1 (Fig. 12-(j) is characterized by opposite
links of equal length and twist (paran1eters a and b, a and /3) and succes
sive common perpendiculars (x axes) which intersect, so that the s paran1eters are all zero. The 8's are still the pair variables of the revolutes, and
the symbolic equation is
a

R1

a

81
1 0

with the condition that

Matrix Method of Analysis

a

b
R2

{3
82

a

Ra

83

0

, 0

a
sin a

b
(3
R4

+

b
sin (3

84

I

(12-7)

0 1

(12-8)

The principle on ,vhich the matrix 1nethod is based may now be indicated.
Once a linkage has been described by means of a sy1nbolic equation, a
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rectangular-coordinate system is defined on each link. A change of coor
dinates or linear transformation between adjacent systems, as from
02x2y2z2 to O 1X 1Y1Z 1 (Fig. 12-3), may be represented by the 4 X 4 matrix
:1

i
l

0
cos 81
sin 8 1
0

1

a 1 COS 81
A 1 == 1 a sin 8,
1

Il

St

0
- cos a1 sin 81
cos a 1 cos 81
sin a 1

0

sin a 1 sin 81
- sin a1 cos 8 1
COS a 1

(12-9)

involving the paran1eters a, a, 8, and s of the syn1bolic notation. In the
case of each of the mechanisms considered above, there are four coordinate
syste1ns as sho·wn in the diagram (Fig. 12-7), and each change of coordi
nates bet,veen adjacent systems may be represented by a n1atrix A involv
ing the proper paran1eters a, a, 8, and s. When changes of coordinates
are taken in succession, the corresponding matrices are multiplied ; thus,
the change of coordinates fron1 O3x3y 3z3 to O 1 x 1y1z1 is represented by the
matrix A 1 X .4 2- When all four changes of coordinates are taken in suc
cession, starting fro1n 01.t1y1z1 , going around the chain, and returning to
O 1x1 y1z1 , the 1natrix of the resulting change of coordinates is ,4o1 X A 2 X
A a X A4. But this change is an identity transforn1ation because of
return to the original system, whence
(12-10)

Matrix A 1 ,

Coordinate system
02 % 2 Y2 Z2 ,
fixed on link 2
Matrix A 2,
function of

function of
o 1 , a 1 , 81 , s 1

a2, a2, 82 , s2

Coordinate system
01%1Y1Zl'
fixed on link 1

Coordinate system
0 3 % 3 Y3Z 3 ,
fixed on link 3

Matrix A 4 ,
function of
a 4 , a4 , 8, , s 4

Matrix A3 ,
function of
Q3,a3,83 , S3

Coordinate system
04 %4 Y4 Z 4 ,
fixed on link 4

12-7 Closed loop of coordinate changes among the links of a
simple-closed mechanism.
FIGl:'RE
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in which I is the unit matrix

l=

1
0
0
0

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

(12-11)

The symbol I, here associated with a sequence of transforn1ations around
a closed chain, is the I of Eq. (12-3) that indicated chain closure.
All displacement equations relating the pair variables 8 n1ay be
extracted from the above n1atrix eql:.�tion without any further geon1etric
considerations: the kinen1atic problem has been forn1ulated in purely
algebraic form. As an example, the displacement equations of the Hooke
joint will be derived from the matrix equation (12-10). With the values
of the para1neters given in the symbolic equation (12-6) of the Hooke
joint the rnatrices A 1, A 2, .4 a, A • are
1

Ai

=

A2e=

0
0 cos 81
0 sin 81
0
0

- cos a1 sin 81
cos a1 cos 81
Sln a1

1
0
0
0 cos 82 0
0 sin 82 0
0
1
0
i 1

A a e=

0

0

l o cos 83

lo

0
0

sin 83 0
0
1
1 0
1
0
0
0 cos 8, 0
A4e=
0 sin 8• 0
0
0
1

0
sin a1 sin 81
- sin a1 cos 81
cos a1

0
sin 82
- cos 82
0
0

sin 8a
- cos 83
0
0

sin 84
- cos 84
0

To reduce the nun1ber of n1atrix products involved, both sides of
Eq. (12-10) are n1ultiplied by the inverse 111atrix A 1- 1, thus,

or

A1-

1

X Ai X A2 X Aa X A4
A 2 X A a X A4

= A1- 1 X I
= A1- 1

(12 -1 2 l
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since A 1-1 X A 1 = I. The inverse matrix A 1- 1, which in this example
may be obtained by simply interchanging rows and columns in the matrix
A1, is
0
0
I 1
sin 81
0
cos 81
0
A 1- 1 Sin a1
cos Cl'.1 cos 8 1
0 - cos a1 sin 81
- sin a1 cos 81 cos Cl'.1
sin a1 sin 81
0
When the 1natrix products in the left 1nember of (12-12) are carried
out, the matrix equation of the Hooke joint becomes
1

12I

0
· -----·

l ll

II

cos 82 cos 8:1 cos 84
+ sin
8 sin 84
21 1
··--. 2
sin 82 cos 8:i cos 84
0
- cos 82 sin 84
31
sin 83 cos 84
0 41
0

11

11

0

21

0
10

31
41

0

0

cos 82 sin

22
1

- cos 83

42

cos 8 1
- cos a1 sin 81
sin a1 sin 81

12

22
32
42'

'

83

sin 82 sin 8a

32

13

-

23

33

43

0

- cos 82 cos 8a sin 84
- sin 82 cos 8•
- sin 82 cos 83 sin 84
+ cos 82 cos 84
sin 83 sin 8,

0
sin 81
cos a1 cos 81
- sin a1 cos 81

13

0

14

23

0

24

33

43

sin
cos

a1

a1

34

-

14

24 1

34
44

(12-13)

44

Corresponding elements of the rnatrices in both 1nen1bers of this equation
1nust be equal. If 81 is the input (known) variable, we seek relations
giving 8 2, 83, and (}4 in terms of 81. Equating the ratios of elements 33
and 23 in both matrices yields 8 2 in terms of (Ji as
(12-14)
Equating elements 43 in both 1natrices gives
cos 8a

83

in terms of 81 as

= sin a1 cos 81

and the ratios of elements 44 and 42 gives e. in terms of
tan 8�

= tan a11sm 81

(12-15)
81

as
(12-16)

It may be verified that, with values of 82, 8a, and 84 satisfying Eqs. (12-14)
to (12-16), all corresponding elements of the matrices in Eq. (12-13) are
equal.
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SYNTHESIS O F F O VR-R EVOLUTE
S P HERICAL l\fE C H A N IS.MS

Because of the difficulty of the geo1netric representation of three
dimensional situations noted earlier, the synthesis of spatial mechanisms
,vill be restricted to analytical methods 1naking use of displacement equa
tions; the ren1aining sections of this chapter are thus an extension of
Chap. 10.
The first exan1ple to be considered is the four-revolute spherica]
mechanis1n shown in Fig. 12-5. Upon choosing (Ji as the input variable
and 82 as the output variable, a displacement analysis leads to the equa
tion (see Denavit, 1958)
.
cos aa
sin a1 cot a2 cos 8 1 + sin
•
. a 1 cot a4 cos 82 + sin
a2 sin a4
- cos a1 cot a2 cot a4 = sin 81 sin 82 - cos a1 cos 8 1 cos 82 (12-17)
frorn ,vhich the synthesis will be n1ade. The angle a1 will be specified,
and the design paran1eters are the three angles a2, a3, a4. The above
equation may be put in a form convenient for synthesis, as shown in
Sec. 10-5. Upon setting

K2

K3
G1

F

=

sin a1 cot a 4

= sin
. cos
�3
- cos a1 cot a2 cot a4
a2 sin a4
= cos 81
U:i = 1
G2 = cos 82
= sin 81 sin 82 - cos a1 cos 81 cos 81

the equation beco,nes

K1 cos 8 1 + K2 cos 82 + K a
y

=

sin 81 sin 82 - cos a 1 cos 81 cos 8 2

= log10 x
Y3

y2

=l

3

= 0.477

FIGURE

12-8 Logarithmic function to be generated

spherical n1echanism with three accuracy points.

by a 4R

(12-18)
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Table 1 2-1

SYNTHESIS OF FOUR-REVOLUTE SPHERICAL
MECHANISMS WITH THREE ACCURACY POINTS

Positions of input link:
81

i = l, 2, 3

i

Positions of output link:
82i
a1

i

=

1, 2, 3

specified (different from zero)
W1 = COS 01 1 - COS 81 2

1
W2 = COS 82 - COS

W4 = COS

822

821 - COS 82
Fi = sin 81i sin 82• - cos a1 cos 81i cos 8i
W5 = F1 - F2
WG = F1 - F3
K _ W4Wr, - W2W&
_ W1Ws - WaWr,
K2 1 W1W4 - W2W3
W1W, - W2W3
with i = 1, 2, or 3
Ka = F• - k1 cos 81' - Ki cos 82i
K1
K2
a2 = arccot .
a4 = arccot .-sin a1
sin a
W3 = COS 8 1

1

3
- COS fJ1

3

1

aa = arccos (Ks sin a2 sin a4 + cos a1 cos a2 cos a4)

To detennine the design para111eters a2, a 3, a4, such that to three values
81 , 8 1 , 8 1 3 of the input variable 81 there correspond three prescribed
values 821 , 8 22, 8l of the output variable 82, the above equation is written
for each pair of values (8/, 8i),
1

2

K cos 8 1i + K2 cos 8i + K 3
1

= sin 8 1

i

sin 82i

-

cos a1 cos 81i cos 8ii

(12-19)

Subtracting the equations corresponding to i = 2 and 3 fro1n the equation
corresponding to i = 1 gives two equations which will yield K 1 and K 2 ;
fron1 these Ka n1ay be obtained by means of Eq. (12-19), written for any
value of i (1, 2, 3). The angle a 2 is deduced fron1 Ki, a4 is deduced fron1
K 2, and a3 fro1n K3• rrhe co111putation procedure is surnlnarized in
Table 12-1.
Ex.ample Design a four-revolute spherical n1echanisn1 to gen
erate the function y = log x in the interval 1 < x < 10 bet1,veen t,vo per
pendicular shafts (Fig. 12-8). Further specifications are as followse: ranges
of variation of 81 and 82 to be 6.81 = 60e° and 6.82 = 90e° ; accuracy points
at x = 1, 3, 10; initial value of 8 1 (corresponding to x = 1 ) equal to 45e° ;
°
initial value of 82 equal to --15e
. 'fhen

= 45°
81 = .18.33e°
8l = -2.1e°
= - 45°
,Yith a 1 = 90e° yields w 1 = 0.182,
81 1
82
1

1'able 12-1

2

81 3 - 105e°
8�3 _ -l.jo
w2

= - 0.292, w 3 = 0.966,
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The �R, W .,,oct>.rii,,., aualy...J ;., S....::, l�-2 will bo rooonridered
1,e..,armmatbcp0intofavi<o..-ofait.,a,yuth,,oi,. Thi,a,,...,.hanisma;,,a01,o,..a
in Hg, 12-1. Th,ainputaanglea♦ andatl><aoutputangl,a</, ar<arebt.te.Jaby
tl,eequatiO!la(-See.a!2-2)
a,' - a,• + u,' · · a,' + •, ' + ••' +az,,,,aro,a, + 2'1,«, ooo ♦
+ 2a,,, Bin a,oin ♦ - rooa,j,(24o'h + 2a,a, WII ♦)
- •ini(2a1a,amo ,,.oin ♦ - 2,,a,.ina.) • 0

( 1 2 -20)
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where q, is measured counterclockwise around z1 from x1 to the axis of
the crank and ,/I is measured counterclockwise around z4 from x1 to the
axis of the follower.
In the synthesis to follow, the values of a. and a., which determine
the relative position of the input and output shafts, are specified ; the
remaining five paran1eters are used in the synthesis of the linkage. In
addition, the angle c/>o corresponding to the initial position of the crank,
which ,vas chosen arbitrarily in the preceding exan1ple, rnay now be taken
as a design parameter, and c/> = <l>o + p.
An atten1pt was made also to use if; o, the angle corresponding to
the initial position of the follower, as a design para1neter. This failed
to give an equation of the type described in Sec. 10-5 that could be used
in a synthesis with linear equations. A. total of eight coefficients K were
required, with only seven design paran1eters, so that a nonlinear co,npati
bility equation would have had to be solved as in the slider-crank problen1
considered in Sec. 10-7.
With the value of i/;o specified, the values of VI corresponding to each
accuracy point are known, and the displacement equation n1ay be put in
the form prescribed in Sec. 10-5,
KI cos p + K2 sin p + Ka cos VI + K 4 sin VI
+ K s(sin p cos i/; - cos a4 cos p sin i/;) + K 6
= cos p cos y; + cos a4 sin p sin i/t
in which

K2
Ka

_

84

=

- a4
-cos-

-

a3

sin a4 -

a3

a4

tan c/>o

a1

</>o
.
_ 8l Sill Cl'.4
K4 a1 cos c/>o
Ks = tan <J,o
a12 - a2 + aa 2 + a4 + 81 + S4 + 28184 cos � 4
K6 =
2a1aa
2

2

2

2

cos </>o

I'his allows a synthesis for six positions of the input and output shafts ;
the con1putation procedure is sumn1arized in Table 12-2. A program for
use with an IB�l-650 has been prepared to perfonn this synthesis. With
this progra1n the co1nputations indicated in 1'ahle 12-2 are perforn1ed in
35 sec. Another program perforrns an analysis of the 1nechanism, and
thus not only checks the results of the synthesis but also evaluates the
errors between accuracy points.
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Table 1 2-2

SYNTHESIS OF TWO-REVOLUTE TWO-SPHERIC-PAIR MECHANISMS
WITH SIX ACCURACY POINTS

Positions of crank :
Positions of follower:

q, =

<l>o

+ p;

i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

V' = V'o

+ q;

i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

a 4, a4, and v,,o specified (a4 .,,_ 0 and a4 .,,_ 0)
w;i

= cos p;

W;4 = sin (v,,o + q;)
W;2 = sin p;
W;3 = cos (v,,o + q;)
w,-6 = 1
w,-5 = sin p; cos (v,,o + q;) - cos a, cos p; sin (v,,o + q;)
v,- = ('OS p,: cos (y,0 + q.-) + cos a4 sin p; sin (v,,o + q;)

Solve the system of six linear equations,

l W;;K; =
r;

V;

i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

j=l

to find K 1 , K2, K3, K4, K6, Kg.

Design a 2R, 2G n1echanism to generate the function
!I = cos x in the interval 0 < x < 180° between perpendicular shafts
(a4 = 90°) a distance 1 in. apart (a 4 = 1). Further specifications are as
follows: range of variation of q, is 1.50°, range of variation of v,, is 100°,
and initial value of v,, is v,, 0 = 0°. Six accuracy points with Chebyshev
spacing are detern1ined as shown in Fig. 12-10 according to the method
presented in Sec. 5-5. They correspond to the following values of x and Y :
Example

Xo

= 3.069°

Yo

= 0.9986

=
X4 =
Y1 =
Y
.4 =
X1

26.361 °
153.639°
0.8961
-0.8961

= 66.708°
°
X5 = 176.931
Y2 = 0.3953
Ys = -0.9986
X2

X3

= 1 1 3.292°

Yae= - 0.3953

Upon taking the initial crank and follower angle </,o and t/lo to correspond
to the first accuracy point (x0, y 0) , the successive crank and follower
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rotations are given by
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
= tll(x, - Xo)
p1 = 19.41e°
p2 = 53.03e°
Poe= 0
°
P• = 125.47e°
p3 = 91.85e
p5 = 144.88e°
1 00
(y; - Y o)
i. = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
q, = -,°
qi = - 5.125e
q2 = -30.165e°
Qo = 0
°
q5 = - 99.86°
-q4 = - 94.735e
q3 = - 69.695e°
p;

or
and
or

1'he pararneters of the resulting mechanis1n, found by application
of the procedure described in Table 12-2 (or from the IBl\1-650 computer
program), are
a1

a4
a3 = - 1.3158
a2 = 2.7460
°
S4 = -2.0749
= - 0.8388
Q'.4 = 90e

= - 0.4949
St

= 1.0

with the initial value of </,o = 40.291 ° . The maximum structural error,
i.e., the maximum difference between cos x and the value given by the
y = cos .x

1.0

- - - - - - - - - - --------·1

I

!

0 .xo

.X1

.x2

I
I

%3

X4

X5!

1180 .x (deg)

I

-

-••� - - - --· -· · - ·- - - - - -- - --=�

;;
;

'

7
I

/

12-10 l)etermination of accuracy points for example
(Chebyshev spacing). x0 = 3.069° ; X i = 26.361 °; x2 = 66.708° ;
x� = 113.292° ; x. = 153.639 ° ; x� = 176.931 °.
FIGURE

, a
...
,1�i.1ao1a. 2�
_.. .a.. .,, ..�....a..,.a,..... · - - ·
· ,,._ . ,....a!a0 <; , ,; 1il(l"aw·u, ·•a-•••.,, ·au. .....,..
,.,a_..a,....
-•a•ith jin .a..... in•a""'a·a "" ol - S b1 i ;,,.
link>@.aioa, - 0. 00".!8, whlcl, oor.,.,.>OOO• I<> 0.14 per oont of tho ran�c
of ,·ariation of f . .\ modelaofth;,,an,..:han,.maio•ho•n in FiK , 12-1\
It m&}" be noted th.&t. by repeatin.1< th<a,ynth,,.i<, fo• aa""']uen.,. ol
,·ah- ofj,. it i,ap<>Mible toaobla.io aa-,u,nc,,aol"°\uhon,.(,onoamonf'
wl, id, \l,o m'"''· �..i,,.bO, from ti,, >t&ndpoin\ ,� (o<ee ,,,.n.,-.,i,w,inn '"
•J>&Ot!a""l''i"""'""la< may l.. c�n. Hyaoh., .. nwat<•l)<'\iti,·eaproe.- it i•
ab.,r<:-il,l,.ainall<"<"'l,aloaobta.inaa ,·ah�aoff,for-,,·hichaaJ(i,·oofuoclion
-,,·ill bo ll<IN'l'&tod -,,·ith ..,,,�n ..,.,U...,}' poinlL
12-6

Pl·x•·•·w� (a � X 1' k A Y O H a • o K
S l " ! \I E T U I C A L r , - � c T J O X S

l\a-,,·..,,a.,ol<e<faina,;.,c.a\0-8a\h.&ta1l,eaplana,a/ou,...baralinUjOea1i,·,.
poora,...011,a-,,·h.·,.aapplied lo theagenerahon ofahrnc\io, .. ..,.hicha,. •ym·
Hw\nt in thoaint<:rvalolaF"'""'"'"• ""a'°'a"'""'Plo,tl,.a/urn;\ionar - x'
"' Ibo inte,...a1 - I a.$ L .$ la. Thia W du" ro tbo fact th•I to g;,•e ,ym·
mctrya&b.,,.,ttboa,·olue La- 0 tl.. r,Hl<-1,.,.,Mldahaveatoal><aoompk,t,ly
"flat'" fo• th< pooition "'"""'P'>'"!l"� to �
o, ¥ - 0. l�u.., of \],e
urnatraru,miocionaafll(i.a.,a,.,cha&ap<>o;,io., tt.isoohditionaio in,p,.,.tical
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Symmetric functions, however, ntay be generated n1ore accurately
by mechanisms which then1selves have symmetric positions. This is the
case with the four-revolute spherical mechanism and the 2R, 2G mecha
nism when some of the parameters are properly chosen.
Symmetric Four-revolute Spherical Mechanisms

The displacement equation of the four-revolute spherical mechanism,
used before in Sec. 12-4, is
sin a1 cot a2 cos 91

aa
. cos
+ sin a1 cot a4 cos 8 2 + sin
a2 sin a4

- cos a1 cot

If the angles

a1

and

a2

a2

cot a4 = sin

sin 82 - cos a1 cos

01

81

cos 02

are chosen equal to 90e° , the equation beco1nes

cot a4 cos 02

cos aa
=
+ sin
.
a4

.

Sill

81

SIU

82

(12-21)

This equation relates the output variable 0 2 to the input variable 01 , and
°
- 81, the corresponding value of
it is noted that, if 81 is taken as 180e
02 is unchanged. Thus the associated mechanisn1 will have symmetric
positions with respect to the position for which 8, = 90e° (Fig. 12-12).
By using the paran1eters aa and a◄, a synthesis with two accuracy
points (points 1 and 2, Fig. 12-12) n1ay be carried out, and a third point
(point 3) then auton1atically falls on the prescribed curve because of its
symmetry. The synthesis thus an1ounts to a three-accuracy-point
synthesis.

'

821 2
- 83

--t-----� ---I

I
I

I

--r

0

-

_e _ ,.,,,..-==-

13
I

I
I

I

12

:

8� = 90•

83I

I

180°

(= 180° -:81}

12-12 Symmetric function to be generated by a
spherical 4R mechanism with three accuracy points.
FIGURE

,,.,..•• ,:.,-13o ),fo,lol <>f • •pbm,,.l '1' ._1ww,,.o1o�a1'>1ho fun<l;,u , • •'
·• 1h, ,.,�-.1 - 1 o,; _ , • .,• .,,...., .,...,...y 'n1o. /lio,of t..o� .•Jhy "f i
hampl• Dffi�n•ofoo,....,rnlutcoph<,rioalomochaniomtoo1t<no"'"
1heofuru,tion r • x' in \he intcrvo.l -1 ::i , ::i 1 Ranp ofovariatiol'
we to M .l.f, • l80'a00.l.f, • foO",with..,.,un.oypoint.at.< • - l , 0. 1
ltinin,um ,·o.lueof ,,. oorrespondin� to y - 0 (o,rond "'""'""'Y point). ;.
toobo!o#,1 • \;t)"_ Tt.:,n
,., - 0
,, , • 00,,, • 180"
,,, - roO"
,,, - 1w•
1, 1 - 1'.!0"

�=: -

WritinKo!,,q.o(12-21)/oropooitioo, I and 2 yield,
-Of,oola, +

0

0 ..5 oot ,,.o+ � • 0.!!66
andoool,·i,,g /.., - ,,. •nd (coa .. ,}/(,in �,)olli,..,.
rot a, • o
0.8Gf,
a, • 49"

�; - o . ..s:i
a,

71 °

,.-ith a,o• 00-, a,o• 00'. A mo,l,,I of the on,.,...p,mdin� mtthani,,m 1'
.b.,... n in Vi&. 12-13, ,\odi,,plaoemen1 analy,i,,•ho,.-, that intheop....,."1
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case the maxin1um structural error is E = 0.033, or 3.3 percent of the
range of variation of y.
It may further be noted that the present n1echanisn1 ·will lend itself
to a more sophisticated synthesis by using the minimum value of 02 as a
design parameter. If this is done, a total of five accuracy points (count
ing symn1etries) is obtained and the structural error is consequently
reduced. We may note that the structural error of the spherical four
revolute linkage with three accuracy points is less than that of a planar
four-bar linkage with five accuracy points; this is seen on examination of
Table 10-3.
Symmetric 2R, 2G Mechanisms

The displacen1ent equation of the
12-5, is
a12

-

a12

=

- a2

n1echanis1n, fan1iliar from Sec.

+ aa2 + a42 + s1 2 + S42 + 2s1S4 cos a4 + 2a1a4 cos q,
+ 2a,s, sin a4 sin cf, - cos y;(2aaa4 + 2a1aa cos cf,)

a22

With a4

2R, 2G

2

90° and s1

+

aa2

- sin y;(2a1aa cos a4 sin </, - 2s1a 3 sin a4)

=

+ a4 2 +

0, this equation beco111es
sl

+ 2a1a4COS q, +

2a1S4Sin <J,

- cos i/;(2aaa• + 2a1a4 cos </,)

=

0

w.

180

=

0

(12-22)

In this equation ,ve shall take the angle i/; as input and the angle cf, as
output; i.e., we interchange the crank and follo,ver fro1n what they are
in Fig. 12-1. It n1ay then he noted that changing i/; into -y; in the above
equation does not change cf,. 1'hus, the 1nechanisrn ,vill have sy1nmetrical

------ -- "'•- 4's___ _
</>3 = 4'1

--- -

-180" V,8

1/11

VIG

I/ls

¥10

12-14

=0

1/1,

1/12

V/3

°

Syn1metric function to be generated by a
2R, 2G mechanism with nine accuracy points.
f'IOURE
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positions with respect to the position corresponding to 1/,- = 0, as shown in
Fig. 12-14. The mechanisn1 itself, in the position corresponding to the
center of syn1n1etry (I/I = 0), is shown in Fig. 12-15.
By using the paran1eters a1 , a2, aa, a4, S4 and the n1inimum value
q,0 of q,, a synthesis with five accuracy points (0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Fig. 12-14)
1nay be perforn1ed; and because of synunetry, four additional points (5,
6, 7, and 8) also fall on the curve, so that a nine-accuracy-point synthesis
is achieved in this way.
Example Generate the function y = x 2 in the interval - 1 <
x < 1 by n1eans of a sy1n1netrical 2R, 2G n1echanis1u. The accuracy
points are taken at x = 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0 and also at the symmetric
points x = -0.25, - 0.50, -0.7,5, - 1.0. The range of q, is taken as
100°, while 1/,- will vary between -100 and 100° . With these assump
tions the input and output angles corresponding to the five accuracy
points are
I/lo

=

poe=

0
0

1/11

Pl

=
=

,vith

2,3°
6.25°
t/>i

=

1/12

p2

t/>o

=
=

50°
25.0°

+ p;

i

I.
.
'f'3

Pa

=
=

'i)

- �o

lf4

56.25°

p4

=
=

100°
lOO(J

= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

The para1neters of the resulting n1echanisms are

=
S1 =
q,0 =
a1

0.5171
0

a2
S4

=
=

;3.5660
4.5792

= - 2.4990
°
a4 = 90
= 0 and a4 = 90°
aa

a.

=

1.0

-62.17 °. Note that s1
are required to
with
obtain a mechanism which is symmetrical with respect to the plane X1Z4
(Fig. 12-15). A 1nodel of this mechanisn1 is shown in Fig. 12-16.

---- ,. - - -� •;.,ll
I

12-15 Sy1n1netrical 2R, W mechanisn1 shown in its position cor
responding to the center of symmetry.
FIGURE
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